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7.    FULL APPLICATION - EXTENSION OF EXISTING GRITSTONE BARN AND 
DEMOLITION OF REDUNDANT AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS TO FORM ONE DWELLING 
AT SHATTON FARM, SHATTON LANE, SHATTON (NP/HPK/0722/0888, BJT) 
 
APPLICANT: MR RICHARD BRUCE 
 
Summary 

 
1. Nether Shatton Farm is located at the south-western end of Shatton. 
 
2. The proposal is a revised application for the extension of the existing stone barn and 

demolition of redundant agricultural buildings to form a single market dwelling. 
 
3. It is concluded that the development would conserve, and to some extent enhance, the 

character and appearance of the existing barn, the site and its surroundings and would 
not harm the setting of the Grade II listed Nether Cottage 

 
4. The application is recommended for approval, subject to conditions. 
 

Site and Surroundings 
 

5. Nether Shatton Farm is situated at the south-western end of the hamlet of Shatton, 
south of Bamford and the A6187. The eastern end of the hamlet is a relatively 
suburban development of 20th century houses. The historic core of the hamlet is a 
more traditional cluster of buildings at its south-western end. Shatton Lane runs 
through Shatton, running past the application site and eventually continuing onto 
Shatton Edge. 

 
6. The application site is on the eastern side of Shatton Lane as it rises up the southern 

slope of the valley side, at the southernmost edge of the settlement. It includes a range 
of modern and traditional agricultural buildings which are now redundant. The site 
contains a traditional gritstone barn, with a gritstone roof, situated on the roadside 
frontage with a large post-war agricultural building immediately to the rear of this 
building.  

 
7. The traditional barn was rebuilt following the grant of planning permission for 

conversion in 2013. The rebuilding of the barn with extensions to create a market 
dwelling was granted planning permission in 2016. Since the 2016 permission was 
granted, further works have taken place to raise the eaves and ridge height of the barn 
and alter an opening in the southern gable. This work appears to have been 
undertaken in 2018 and does not benefit from planning permission. 

 
8. The approved development includes the demolition of the non-traditional agricultural 

sheds on the site and the erection of a new extension to the side of the barn, which 
would be partially dug into the ground levels to the south of the barn, and the erection 
of a detached garage. 
 

9. There are neighbouring residential properties to the west and north. The property to the 
north Nether Cottage is Grade II listed (named Shatton Cottage on the listing 
description). 

 
Proposal 
 

10. Redevelopment of Shatton Farm to form an open market dwelling. 
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11. The plans show that the existing modern agricultural buildings would be demolished 
and the ground level to the rear of the stone barn lowered to facilitate the construction 
of extensions. The work undertaken to raise the roof of the barn would be retained and 
the barn converted. 

 
12. The existing stone barn would provide a hallway, W.C, kitchen and dining space at 

ground floor and a single bedroom at first floor. A second staircase within the barn 
would provide access to a further mezzanine. 

 
13. A two storey ‘L’ shaped extension is proposed to the rear of the stone barn, connected 

to it by a single storey glazed link. The extension would provide a hallway and lounge 
at ground floor and four bedrooms at first floor with one shared bathroom and two 
ensuite bathrooms. This is a revised scheme, as compared to that refused earlier in 
2022, with the extension being longer, but with a shorter return with a slightly lower 
roof.  

 
14. The application also includes details of the disposal of waste earth arising from the 

excavation; the two storey extension and adjacent yard would require lowering of the 
existing ground levels. The proposal is to spread this in an adjacent field. 
 

15. Two parking areas are proposed one to the south of the site and one to the east with 
two access points from the north and south of the stone barn. The stone barn and 
extensions would form a courtyard garden area with lawn beyond up to the adjoining 
fields. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: 

 
That the application be APPROVED subject to the following conditions: 

 

 Statutory time limit.  

 Development in complete accordance with the submitted plans, subject to the 
following: 

 All new stonework shall be in natural, reclaimed stone faced, laid and pointed to 
match the existing stonework. Agree sample. 

 Agree slate sample. 

 Window and door details to be agreed. 

 Precise details of glazing of link to be agreed. 

 Design details. 

 Location of earth spoil disposal and method of restoration to be agreed, avoiding 
ridge and furrow features. No building materials from the existing building group 
to be disposed of on neighbouring land.   

 Submission of a waste disposal management plan (to include hours of work, 
vehicle trips etc) 

 Withdraw permitted development rights for extensions, alterations, means of 
enclosure, ancillary buildings. 

 Implement climate change/environmental management measures. 

 Highway conditions. 
 
Key Issues 

 

 Whether the proposed development is acceptable in principle. 
 

 The impact of the proposed development on the barn and its setting. 
 

 The impact of the disposal of waste arising from the site excavation on any 
archaeological interest. 
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Relevant Planning History 

 
16. 2013: NP/HPK/0113/0072: Planning permission granted conditionally for change of use 

of barn to dwelling, demolition of redundant agricultural buildings and erection of 
garage, store and earth covered residential extension. 

 
17. ENQ: 23500: Pre-application advice in regard to amendments to the above scheme. At 

the site visit Officers became aware that the traditional barn had been re-built and 
therefore the 2013 permission had not been (and now could not be) implemented. 

 
18. Enforcement 15/0061: Relating to demolition and re-build of barn. 

 
19. 2016: NP/HPK/1115/1115: Planning permission granted conditionally for change of use 

and extension of a reconstructed barn to dwelling, demolition of redundant agricultural 
buildings and erection of garage and store (part retrospective). 

 
20. 2019: NP/HPK/0519/0456: Redevelopment of Shatton Farm to form one dwelling, 

involving the extension of the existing gritstone barn and the demolition of the 
redundant agricultural buildings. Planning permission refused for the following reasons: 

 
1. “The proposed development would harm the character and appearance of the site 

and its  surroundings and would harm the setting of the Grade II listed Nether 
Cottage contrary to Core Strategy policies GSP1, GSP2, GSP3, L3 and HC1; 
Development Management policies DMC3,  DMC5, DMC7 and DMC10; the 
Authority's adopted design guide Supplementary Planning  Document and the 
National Planning Policy Framework. 
 

2. The proposed development would result in overlooking from occupants of the 
dwelling towards the neighbouring property Nether Cottage. This would result in a 
significant loss of privacy to habitable rooms and the garden of Nether Cottage 
which would harm the privacy and amenity of occupants contrary to Core Strategy 
policy GSP3 and Development Management policy DMC3. 
 

3. Insufficient information has been submitted with the application to demonstrate that 
the proposed development would achieve the highest possible standards of 
carbon reductions and water efficiency in order to mitigate the causes of climate 
change contrary to Core Strategy Policy CC1 the Authority's adopted 
Supplementary Planning Document 'Climate Change and Sustainable Building' 
and the National Planning Policy Framework”. 
 

21. February 2022: NP/HPK/0920/0874 - Extension of existing gritstone barn and 
demolition of redundant agricultural buildings to form one dwelling. Planning permission 
was refused for the following reason: 
 
“The proposed development would harm the character and appearance of the existing 
barn, the site and its surroundings and would harm the setting of the Grade II listed 
Nether Cottage contrary to Core Strategy policies GSP1, GSP2, GSP3, L3 and HC1; 
Development Management policies DMC3, DMC5, DMC7 and DMC10; the Authority’s 
adopted design guide Supplementary Planning Document and the National Planning 
Policy Framework”. 

 
Consultations 

 
22. Highway Authority – Key points as follows: 
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23. The application site has been the subject of previous applications, most recently 
NP/HPK/0920/0874 which received no objections from the Highway Authority. This 
current application appears to be similar in principle from a highways point of view, 
therefore, there are no objections in principle. 
 

24. Emerging visibility from the sites existing accesses are extremely limited, primarily by 
the barn to be converted. However, the application proposals appear to completely 
remove the existing agricultural buildings within the site apart from the ones to be 
converted. The Highway Authority is therefore satisfied that the application constitutes 
the complete removal of any agricultural activity from the site and this is considered to 
be an equitable exchange of traffic generation for the proposed single dwelling. 
 

25. The Proposed Site Plan demonstrates sufficient levels of off-street parking to serve the 
proposed dwelling along with manoeuvring space so that vehicles can both enter and 
emerge in forward gear. Based on the above, it is considered the risk of danger to 
highway users would be no greater than at present. You may wish to ask the applicant 
to address the above comments in relation to the closure of the existing North access 
and submit a revised drawing which I will be happy to comment upon in due course. 
 

26. Alternatively, provided that you are satisfied that a satisfactory layout can be controlled 
by conditions, there are no highway objections to the proposal from the highway point 
of view, subject to conditions being included in any consent granted in the interests of 
highway safety.  A list of conditions is provided. 
 

27. Borough Council – No response to date. 
 

28. Parish Meeting – No response to date.  
 

29. PDNPA Archaeology:  
“A Heritage Assessment has been provided this is primarily concerned with the two 
large fields south of the site of the proposed farm building and farm sheds, where it is 
proposed to bury excavated surplus soil removed. This identified that ridge and furrow 
is present in a swath that runs east to west across the fields and recommended that 
any soil disposal should avoid this area. 
Checking on the HBSMR I discovered a reference to previous work on the current farm 
building. This was originally a 19th century outfarm but: “MPD12347 needs updating. 
Outfarm in Shatton, monument record currently suggests that all traditional farm 
buildings remain extact, whereas the barn structure has been entirely rebuilt.  
Following permission for conversion of barn 0113/0072 it was entirely rebuilt rather 
than converted and this was regularised under 1115/1115.” Based on this it would 
appear that there is no archaeological potential for the current building. The other 
sheds are 20th century in date and of negligible significance.  
Recommendations The proposed development will take place in an area with existing 
buildings. Based on current information these buildings are of negligible significance 
and no further work is suggested with regard to them.  
The ridge and furrow is a low to moderate significance heritage assets.  
As a non-designated heritage asset a balanced planning decision needs to be made 
that has regard to the significance of the heritage asset and the scale of any harm or 
loss to its significance (NPPF para.203).  
Should the planning balance be favourable then the following condition is 
recommended: With regard to the disposal of the excavated material this should be 
disposed of away from areas of ridge and furrow to preserve these features.” 

 
Representations 

 
30. No letters of representation received to date. 
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Main Policies 

 
31. Relevant Core Strategy policies:  GSP1, GSP2, GSP3, CC1, DS1, L1, L3 and HC1 

 
32. Relevant Development Management policies:  DMC1, DMC3, DMC5, DMC7, DMC10, 

DMT3 and DMT8 
 

National Planning Policy Framework 
 

33. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published on 27 March 2012 and 
replaced a significant proportion of central government planning policy with immediate 
effect. It was last updated in July 2021. The Government’s intention is that the 
document should be considered as a material consideration and carry particular weight 
where a development plan is absent, silent or relevant policies are out of date. In the 
National Park the development plan comprises the Authority’s Core Strategy 2011 and 
those in the Development Management DPD adopted in May 2019.  Policies in the 
Development Plan provide a clear starting point consistent with the National Park’s 
statutory purposes for the determination of this application. It is considered that in this 
case there is no significant conflict between prevailing policies in the Development Plan 
and more recent Government guidance in the NPPF. The development plan is up-to-
date and therefore is afforded full weight in decision making. 

 
34. Paragraph 79 of the NPPF states that planning decision should avoid the development 

of isolated homes in the countryside unless there is an essential need for a rural 
worker, the development would represent the optimal viable use of a heritage asset, 
would re-use redundant or disused buildings and enhance its setting, involve the 
subdivision of an existing dwelling or where the design is of exceptional quality. 

 
35. Paragraph 176 of the NPPF states that great weight should be given to conserving 

landscape and scenic beauty in National Parks, the Broads and Areas of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty, which have the highest status of protection in relation to landscape and 
scenic beauty. The conservation of wildlife and cultural heritage are important 
considerations in all these areas and should be given great weight in National Parks 
and the Broads. 

 
36. Paragraph 194 of the NPPF states that in determining applications, local planning 

authorities should require an applicant to describe the significance of any heritage 
assets affected, including any contribution made by their setting. The level of detail 
should be proportionate to the assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to 
understand the potential impact of the proposal on their significance. As a minimum the 
relevant historic environment record should have been consulted and the heritage 
assets assessed using appropriate expertise where necessary. Where a site on which 
development is proposed includes, or has the potential to include, heritage assets with 
archaeological interest, local planning authorities should require developers to submit 
an appropriate desk-based assessment and, where necessary, a field evaluation. 

 
37. Paragraph 195 of the NPPF states that local planning authorities should identify and 

assess the particular significance of any heritage asset that may be affected by a 
proposal (including by development affecting the setting of a heritage asset) taking 
account of the available evidence and any necessary expertise. They should take this 
into account when considering the impact of a proposal on a heritage asset, to avoid or 
minimise any conflict between the heritage asset’s conservation and any aspect of the 
proposal. 
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38. Paragraph 199 of the NPPF states that when considering the impact of a proposed 
development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be 
given to the asset’s conservation (and the more important the asset, the greater the 
weight should be). This is irrespective of whether any potential harm amounts to 
substantial harm, total loss or less than substantial harm to its significance. 

 
39. Paragraph 200 of the NPPF states that any harm to, or loss of, the significance of a 

designated heritage asset (from its alteration or destruction, or from development within 
its setting), should require clear and convincing justification. Substantial harm to or loss 
of grade II listed buildings, or grade II registered parks or gardens, should be 
exceptional. 

 
40. Paragraph 202 of the NPPF states that where a development proposal will lead to less 

than substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm 
should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal including, where 
appropriate, securing its optimum viable use. 

 
41. Paragraph 203 of the NPPF states that the effect of an application on the significance 

of a non-designated heritage asset should be taken into account in determining the 
application. In weighing applications that directly or indirectly affect non-designated 
heritage assets, a balanced judgement will be required having regard to the scale of 
any harm or loss and the significance of the heritage asset. 

 
Core Strategy Policies 

 
42. Policy DS1 sets the development strategy and says that in the country side conversion 

or change of use for housing is acceptable in principle. 
 

43. Policy GSP1 sets out the broad strategy for achieving the National Park’s objectives 
having regard to the Sandford Principle, (that is, where there are conflicting desired 
outcomes in achieving national park purposes, greater priority must be given to the 
conservation of the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of the area, even at the 
cost of socio-economic benefits).  

 
44. Policy GSP2: Enhancing the National Park states that: 

 Opportunities for enhancing the valued characteristics of the National Park will be 
identified and acted upon. 

 Proposals intended to enhance the National Park will need to demonstrate that they 
offer significant overall benefit to the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of 
the area. 

 When development is permitted, a design will be sought that respects the character 
of the area. 

 Opportunities will be taken to enhance the National Park by the treatment or 
removal of undesirable features or buildings. Work must be undertaken in a manner 
which conserves the valued characteristics of the site and its surroundings. 

 Development in settlements necessary for the treatment, removal or relocation of 
nonconforming uses to an acceptable site, or which would enhance the valued 
characteristics of the National Park will be permitted. 

 
45. Policy GSP3 sets out development management principles and states that all 

development must respect, conserve and enhance all valued characteristics of the site 
and buildings, paying particular attention to, amongst other elements, impact on the 
character and setting of buildings, scale of the development appropriate to the 
character and appearance of the National Park, design in accordance with the National 
Park Authority Design Guide and impact on living conditions of communities. 
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46. Policy CC1 requires development to make the most efficient and sustainable use of 
land, buildings and natural resources. CC1 D. and E. require development to achieve 
the highest possible standards of carbon reductions and water efficiency. 

 
47. Policy L1 identifies that development must conserve and enhance valued landscape 

character and valued characteristics, and other than in exceptional circumstances, 
proposals in the Natural Zone will not be permitted.  
 

48. Policy L3 states that development must conserve and enhance any asset of 
archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic significance or its setting that has 
statutory designation or registration or is of other international, national, regional or 
local significance. 

 
49. Policy HC1 says that provision will not be made for housing solely to meet open market 

demand. New housing can be accepted where it would meet eligible local need for 
affordable housing, provides for key rural workers or is required to achieve 
conservation and or enhancement of valued vernacular or listed buildings. 

 
Development Management Policies 
 

50. Policy DMC3 says that where development is acceptable in principle, it will be 
permitted provided that its detailed treatment is of a high standard that respects, 
protects and where possible enhances the natural beauty, quality and visual amenity of 
the landscape, including the wildlife and cultural heritage that contribute to the 
distinctive sense of place. DMC3 B. sets out various criteria which will be taken into 
account. 

 
51. Policy DMC5 says that planning applications for development affecting a heritage 

asset, including its setting must clearly demonstrate its significance including how any 
identified features of value will be conserved and where possible enhanced and why 
the proposed development and related works are desirable or necessary. DMC E. says 
that if applicants fail to provide adequate or accurate detailed information to show the 
effect of the development on the significance, character and appearance of the heritage 
asset and its setting, the application will be refused. 

 
52. Policy DMC5 says that planning applications for development affecting a Listed 

Building and/or its setting should be determined in accordance with policy DMC5 and 
clearly demonstrate how their significance will be preserved and why the proposed 
development and related works are desirable or necessary. 

 
53. Policy DMC10 A. says that the conversion of a heritage asset will be permitted 

provided that: 
 

i. it can accommodate the new use without changes that adversely affect its character 
(such changes include enlargement, subdivision or other alterations to form and 
mass, inappropriate new window openings or doorways and major rebuilding); and 

 
ii. the building is capable of conversion, the extent of which would not compromise the 

significance and character of the building; and 
 
iii. the changes brought about by the new use, and any associated infrastructure (such 

as access and services), conserves or enhances the heritage significance of the 
asset, its setting (in accordance with policy DMC5), any valued landscape character, 
and any valued built environment; and 
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iv. the new use of the building or any curtilage created would not be visually intrusive in 
its landscape or have an adverse impact on tranquillity, dark skies or other valued 
characteristics. 

 
54. Policy DMC10 B. says proposals under Core Strategy policy HC1CI will only be 

permitted where: 
 

i. the building is a designated heritage asset; or 
 
ii. based on the evidence, the National Park Authority has identified the building as a 

non-designated heritage asset; and 
 
iii. it can be demonstrated that conversion to a market dwelling is required in order to 

achieve the conservation and, where appropriate, the enhancement of the 
significance of the heritage asset and the contribution of its setting. 

 
55. Policies DMT3 and DTM8 require safe access and adequate parking to be provided for 

development. 
 
Adopted supplementary planning documents 
 

56. The Authority adopted design guide is relevant as is the Authority’s adopted 
supplementary planning guidance on climate change and sustainable building. The 
Design Guide states that ‘the guiding principle behind the design of any conversion 
should be that the character of the original building and its setting should be respected 
and retained’. 

 
57. Conversion of Historic Buildings Supplementary Planning Document (SPD): 

This SPD was adopted in April 2022.  It is intended to be used by those wishing to 
convert historic buildings. It provides a level of detail that is necessary to interpret 
national guidance in the context  of Peak District National Park’s protected landscape. 
In particular it clarifies DMP policy DMC10 ‘Conversion of a heritage asset’ by focusing 
on: 

Principle 1: Understand the building and its setting   
Principle 2: Work with the existing form and character   
Principle 3: Follow a conservation approach   
Principle 4: Create responsive new design   
Principle 5: Use appropriate materials and detailing   
Principle 6: Conserve and enhance the setting 
 

Assessment 
 
Principle of the development 
 

58. The proposal is for the redevelopment of the site to create a single open market 
dwelling. The site is located on the edge of Shatton, which is not a named settlement in 
Core Strategy policy DS1 so our policies would only support the development if it was 
demonstrated to be required to achieve conservation and / or enhancement of a 
heritage asset (policies HC1 and DMC10). 
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59. The property is not listed, a scheduled monument or within a conservation area and 
therefore is not a designated heritage asset. As with the previous application, a 
Heritage Statement has not been submitted with the application to assess the 
significance of the site or buildings or its relationship with and setting of the nearby 
grade II listed Nether Cottage, as required by policy DMC5. A Heritage Statement has 
been submitted in relation to the disposal of spoil in the fields around the site. 
 

60. However, the design and access statement and the submitted drawings and visuals do 
allow an assessment of the impact of the development to be made. Therefore, the lack 
of a heritage statement contrary to policy DMC5 is not a reason to refuse the 
application, taking into account the previous decisions on the site. This conclusion was 
also reached on the last application 

 
61. The 2016 planning permission represents a material fall-back position because it has 

been implemented and remains extant. The 2016 permission allows for retention of the 
stone barn (in its original lower configuration), along with extensions to create an open 
market dwelling. In determining the 2016 application, we concluded that despite being 
rebuilt, the stone barn remained important for the street scene and for the setting of the 
adjacent grade II listed Nether Cottage. We therefore concluded that the 2016 scheme 
achieved the conservation of the site and its surroundings.  

 
62. Therefore, the key issue is the impact of the development and whether the 

development is required to achieve the conservation or enhancement of the stone barn 
and the impact upon the surrounding area, including the setting of the grade II listed 
Nether Cottage. 
 

Impact of development 
 

63. The proposed design approach differs to that approved by the 2016 scheme. The 
original barn had been rebuilt but the 2016 scheme to retain the rebuilt barn was 
nevertheless approved on the basis that the overall proportions, form, height, materials 
and external appearance of the barn closely reflected the original structure and this 
was considered an important element of the significance of the barn.  

 
64. Since the approval of the 2016 scheme the barn has been further altered without the 

benefit of planning permission. The eaves and ridge height of the barn have been 
increased. This application seeks to retain these alterations to the roof of the barn as 
part of the scheme along with an alteration to the opening in the southern gable. 
 

65. The proposed increase in the eaves and ridge height of the barn and changes to the 
opening in the southern gable are noticeable and change the overall proportions and 
scale of the building. The increase in eaves and ridge height of the building has 
inevitably had an impact on the architectural and historic significance of the building. 

 
66. The application again proposes to demolish the modern agricultural buildings, and this 

is welcomed in principle but does not offer any benefit over and above the 2016 
scheme. 
 

67. The development would include significant lowering of ground levels to the rear of the 
stone barn. The application states that this is to remove ‘built up ground’, however it is 
not clear that this is the case. Land to the south and east of the site is rising and the 
levels at the site generally meet up with the surrounding natural levels. Whilst elements 
of the modern farm buildings are built up, there is no clear indication that the ground 
levels more generally are built up or that lowering the levels would restore natural 
levels. 
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68. Lowering the ground levels would result in significant changes at the rear of the site 
between the proposed levels and the existing adjacent field levels, which would 
necessitate a steep bund or a retaining wall. The submitted plans now indicate that the 
transition between the site and the adjacent fields or changes in level would be 
achieved through stepped retaining walls. A substantial amount of spoil would be 
removed to facilitate the proposed change in levels and the application proposes to 
deposit this material in the fields to the east of the site. 

 
69. These fields appear to retain a natural level gently sloping down to the northern 

boundary. It is unclear what type or volume of material would be deposited here and 
what impact this would have upon the topography of the fields. However, given the 
existing topography it is considered likely that development associated with depositing 
spoil could create obvious changes to the landform and potentially harm the landscape 
of the National Park. The potential impact on archaeology is dealt with below. 

 
70. The application proposes extensions to the stone barn to provide the majority of the 

proposed residential accommodation. The design approach and location of the 
proposed extensions are significantly different to those approved in 2016 and is similar 
to the schemes which were refused planning permission in 2019 and in earlier this year 
(2022). On both these schemes there were significant concerns about the scale of the 
extensions, their visual impact, design and impact upon the historic relationship of the 
site with Nether Cottage and its setting. 

 
71. The current proposal is for a similar level of extension to that refused earlier this year, 

but in an amended form which seeks to respond to the concerns raised by that refusal. 
The proposed extension would take the form of a substantial two storey ‘L’ shape to the 
rear of the barn, which in terms of volume and footprint would be larger than the 
existing stone barn. The new building would be linked to the rear of the original barn by 
a contemporary flat-roofed glass structure to provide visual separation of the original 
and new buildings.  This approach is considered to be acceptable in principle and 
reflects the “non-building” approach taken with the 2016 approval. 
 

72. The main change from the previously refused scheme is that the new building is of a 
longer, simpler form reflecting that of a traditional barn, with a shorter and lower return 
than the previous scheme proposed. The elevation facing north, towards Shatton and 
the property to the north, would be a blank wall, with three rooflights in the north-facing 
roof.  It would be 19.55 metres long, as compared to 12.525 metres in the previous 
application.  Although it is longer, the return on the north elevation would be much 
shorter than previously proposed, 3.2 metres as opposed to 8.45 metres. This results in 
a more traditional massing for the new building, and whilst still relatively large, is a 
significant improvement on the previously refused scheme. The fenestration is also 
slightly improved to reflect the barn-like form of the building. 
 

73. In discussions with architect prior to the submission of the current application it was 
suggested that ideally the return “wing” should be omitted or reduced to a single storey 
lean-to.  Whilst this has not been happened, the return is much shorter, as noted 
above, and has a slightly lower ride that the main extension.  On balance, this is 
considered to be acceptable. As noted above, the new extension replaces a large and 
relatively modern structure with a bigger footprint and the previously approved scheme 
also included an extension, albeit in a different location and a different form.  The 
principle of an extension to the original barn to provide most of the living 
accommodation has previously been accepted (the original barn is relatively small).   
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74. The footprint of the extensions is similar to that approved in 2016.  The design of the 
extensions approved in 2016 took advantage of the ground levels of the site by taking a 
‘non-building’ approach for the majority of the extensions. This effectively hid the mass 
and volume of the extensions leaving the stone barn to remain the dominant building 
on the site and without affecting or eroding the historic functional relationship with 
Nether Cottage. The 2016 scheme therefore would have a less significant visual and 
landscape impact compared to the proposed development, which takes a different 
design approach, but must still be judged on its own merits. 
 

75. The proposed extensions would be approximately 0.3 metres above the lower access 
point and approximately 2 metres lower than upper access from the adjacent lane (i.e. 
the southernmost).  The parking and courtyard associated with dwelling would be in the 
area to the south of the extension, also 2 metres below land level, helping to reduce its 
visual prominence from the lane and from the public footpath adjacent to the site and 
the setting of Nether Cottage. 
 

76. Whilst the scheme would retain the raising in the height of the eaves and roof of the 
original barn, altering its form and massing, it has been carried out reasonably 
sensitively and it is unlikely that enforcement action on this alone would be successful. 
  

77. On balance, it is considered that the proposed development would be of appropriate 
scale, siting and design and which would not harm the original barn and its setting, 
including the setting of Nether Cottage. Therefore, the development would achieve the 
conservation and enhancement of the building and its setting, in accordance with our 
housing and conservation policies.  

 
Impact on archaeology 

 
78. As noted above, the application does not include a Heritage Statement in respect of the 

barn, but the principle of conversion has been accepted in previous applications and 
the Authority has accepted that it is a non-designated heritage asset.  Following the 
works to convert it to a dwelling, the Authority’s Archaeologist considers that that there 
is no archaeological potential for the current building. The other sheds are 20th century 
in date and of negligible significance.  

 
79. The Heritage Assessment that has been provided is concerned with the two large fields 

south of the site of the proposed farm building and farm sheds, where it is proposed to 
bury excavated surplus soil removed from the excavation of the proposed courtyard. 
The  assessment identified that ridge and furrow is present in a swath that runs east to 
west across the fields.  It is recommended that any soil disposal should avoid this area 
as the ridge and furrow is a “low to moderate significance” heritage asset.  The 
applicant’s agent has agreed to a condition covering this. 
 

Impact upon amenity of neighbouring properties 
 

80. The nearest residential property to the site is Nether Cottage (the grade II listed 
property described as Shatton Cottage). This property is located to the northern 
boundary of the site and the principal elevation of that property faces south towards the 
application site. Nether Cottage is set at a lower level than the application site with its 
access, parking area and front garden located between the cottage and the application 
site. 

 
81. As with the previous scheme, the proposed extensions would face towards Nether 

Cottage at a distance of 18m. The elevation facing towards Nether Cottage would be 
blank other than the ground floor glazed link and three roof lights. Given the relatively 
blank fenestration of this elevation, there are no concerns that occupants of the 
development would overlook Nether Cottage. Given the orientation and facing distance 
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there are also no concerns that the development would result in any significant loss of 
daylight, sunlight or be overbearing. 

 
82. The proposals would therefore not harm the amenity, security or privacy of any 

neighbouring property. 
 
Highways 
 

83. The scheme would retain both access points and proposes to create a third access 
point into the fields to the south of the site. The 2016 scheme proposed to close the 
southernmost access with a new stone wall and retained the northern access point, 
which continued into the fields. 

 
84. The Highway Authority raises no objection to retaining the southern access if there is 

sufficient space within the site for vehicles to park and turn. Whilst the Highway 
Authority previously recommended that if the southern access is to be retained, the 
northern access should be permanently closed, it does acknowledge that the 
application constitutes the complete removal of any agricultural activity from the site 
and this is considered to be an equitable exchange of traffic generation for the 
proposed single dwelling.  In its response to the current application it advises that if the 
Authority is satisfied that a satisfactory layout can be controlled by conditions, there are 
no highway objections to the proposal from the highway point of view. 

 
85. We consider that the highway issues can be resolved in principle with the imposition of 

the planning conditions recommended by the Highway Authority. Therefore, we agree 
with the Highway Authority that in principle the development would not harm highway 
safety and be in accordance with DMT3 and DMT8 in this respect. 
 

Other issues 
 

86. There is no evidence to indicate that the development would impact upon protected 
species bearing in mind that the stone barn has been recently re-built. Therefore if 
permission was granted similar conditions would be recommended as previously in 
respects of avoiding the breeding bird season and incorporating habitat enhancements. 

 
87. In relation to Policy CC2 and climate change measures, the submitted plans show that 

the scheme would incorporate a ground source heat pump, solar photovoltaic panels 
and electric vehicle charging points. The application also proposes to retain spoil on 
site where appropriate. 

 
88. The proposed heat pump, solar panels and charge points are welcomed as these 

would reduce energy consumption related to heating, hot water and electricity and 
significantly reduce carbon emissions and mitigate the impacts of climate change. We 
also welcome charge points as a means of encouraging and providing infrastructure to 
accelerate the uptake of electric vehicles. The retention of spoil on site is acceptable in 
principle if spoil does not harm the landscape or the archaeological interest of the area 
in which it would be deposited. 

 
89. The details indicate that groundwater and rainwater harvesting would be utilised as part 

of a grey water system. This is welcomed if full details are approved and implemented. 
 
Conclusion 

 
90. It is concluded that the proposed development would conserve, and to some extent 

enhance, the character and appearance of the site and its surroundings, including the 
setting of the Grade II listed Nether Cottage. 
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91. The proposed development would not harm amenity, highway safety or the biodiversity 
of the National Park; however, these issues do not offset or outweigh the other impacts 
of the development. On balance, the proposal is considered to be in accordance with 
the development plan and having taken into account all other material considerations 
accordingly the application is recommended for refusal. 
 

Human Rights 
 

92. Any human rights issues have been considered and addressed in the preparation of 
this report. 

 
List of Background Papers (not previously published) 

 
93. Nil 

 
  Report Author: Brian Taylor, Head of Planning 


